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Abstract
Deuterium nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR)spectroscopy was used to explore molec-

ular motions in the mesophases of S-4-(2-rnethylbu~loxy )carbony1phenyll4-(1O-undecenyloxy)benzoate(M3PUB-dl), and a mixture of 4n-octyloxy-4'-cyanobiphenyl(80CB-di7) and 4n-hacyloxy-4'-cyanobip henyl(6 OCB) . The deuteron quadrupolar and Zeeman spin-latt ice
relaxation t i m g were measured as a function of temperature in the nematic, smectic A
and reentrant nematic phases of the mixture and in the smectic A phase of MBPUB at
two different Larmor Esequencies.
For

MBPUB, the quadrupolar and proton-deuteron dipole splittings of the ring were

also measured. The derived spectral densities of motion at different temperatures were

analyzed simultaneously using a srnail-step rotational di&ision model. Intemal ring rotations were superimposeci onto the overd motion. For this particula. chiral molecule,
we found an anomalous behaviour

(Dl> Dl,) which is dlfferent from non-chiral rodlike

liquid crystals.
For the 80CB/60CB mixture, the additive potential method is employed to model

the quadrupolar splittings, fiom which the potential of mean torque is parametrized, and
the order parameter tensor for an "average" conformer is deterrnined. A decoupled model

is used to describe correlated internai motions of the end chah, which are independent

of the molecular reorientation. The latter motion is treated using the small-step rotational diffusion model, while the former motion is describecl using a master rate equation.

In addition, the order director fluctuations were
experimental results in the nematic phase.

&O

taken into account in order to fit
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1 Introduction
Liquid crystalç are composed of flaible organic molecules and are capable of forming

different ordered structiires in their meophases. Nriclear Magmtic Remnance (NPolEL), is
a non-invasive tool that is specifk to various nuclei, and through perturbation by interactions between a nucleus and its surroundings, NMR is sensitive to molecular structure,

orientation, configuration and dynamics [l.11.
Roweil and c*workers [1.2] were the first to demonstrate that deuterium is an excellent
spin probe for studying Liquid crystals. The deuteron Nh/lR spectra are often characterized

by well resolved quadrupolar doublets that may contain some h e stnictures due to dipole-

dipole interactions [1.3], and the thermally driven molecular motion can be studied by
spin relaxation' time measurements.

1.1 Liquid Crystal
It is known [1.4] that some organic molecules may p a s through an intermediate phase
known as mesophase or liquid crystal phase when chmghg kom a solid to a liquid. The
molecules forming the liquid crystal mesophase are called mesogens. The molecule in a
solid crystal lattice are 'stationary, keeping a fixed location and orientation in space. In

a Iiquid, moleniles are fie enough to move to any location and orientation. In liquid
crystak, the long molenilar

axes tend to line up dong one direction, (called the director

fi), like a solid, but also have a certain amount of disorder, like a liquid. This means

that molecules are not in a completely fiozen state, but are able to exhibit restricted
motions. It is this anisotropic motion which makes iiquid crystak so interesting hom
both a scientSc and an industrial standpoint.
Liquid crystals may be divided into two categories: thermotropic and lyotropic. n a n sitions to the intermediate states may be brought about by purely thermal processes (thermotropic mesomorphism) or by the inauence of solvents (lyotropic mesomorphism). There

are several different phases in thermotropic crystals. The structure nature of mesophases
is influenced by the molecular shape and therefore depends on whether the Liquid crystal
is fomed by rod-like or disk-like molecules.

The nematic Iiquid crystal phase is charaderized by molecules t hat have no poçit ional
order but tend to point in the same direction (dong the director A). Thus it d i f f a hom
the isotropie liquid in that molecules are spontaneously oriented with their molecular long
axes approximately pardel. The physical properties of the system vary with the average

alignrnent of molecules with the director A. For almost all the thermotropic nematics
known so far, the nematic phase is uniaxial, which mems that there e&ts rotational
symmetry around the director fi.

A specid class of nematic liquid aystals is called chiral nematic. Chiral refers to
the unique ability to selectively retlect one component of circularly polarized light. The

term chiral nematic is used interchangeably with cholesteric. Here molecules tend to align
somewhat twisted with respect to one another. This causes the director to rotate in space
in a helical fashion. The distance for a 360" rotation of the director is c d e d the pitch

(1.51.
The smectic st ate is another distinct mesophase of Liquid crystal substances. Molecules
in this phase show a degree of translational order not present in the nematic. In the smectic
state, the molecules maintain the general orientational order of nematics, but also tend
to align themselves in layers or planes. Motion is reçtricted to within theçe planes, and

separate planes are observed to flow past each other. The increased order means that the
smectic state is more "soiid-ken than the nematic. Therefore, smectic phase n o r m d y
occurs at temperatures below the nematic phase. except in rentrant phenornena.

In the srnectic-A mesophase, the director is perpendicular to the smectic plane, and
there is no particular positional order in the layer. For the srnectic-B mesophase, orientation of the director is still perpendicular to the smedic plane, but the molecules

are arranged into a network of hexagons within the layer. In the srnectic-C mesophase,

molecules are arranged as in the srnectic-A mesophase, but the director is at a constant
tilt angle with respect to the normal of smectic plane.

As in the nematic, the srnectic-C mesophase h a a chiral state designated C*. Consistent with the smectic-C, the director makes a tilt angle with respect to the smectic layer.

The ciifference is that this tilt angle rotates around the planar normal iiom layer t o layer
forming a helix.

In some smectic mesophase, the moledes are weakly coupled to the various layers
above and below them. Therefore, a s m d amount of three dimensional order is obçerved.
Srnectic-G is an example demonstrating this type of arrangement.

There is also a special nematic phase called the reentrant nematic phase. Some Sam-

ples, when cooling down from the isotropic phase, possess two or more nematic phases,
with one or more smectic phase(s) in between. The reentrant nematic phase refers to the
lower temperature phase below a more ordered phase like smectic-A. The 80CB/60CB

mixture sample, for the composition approximately 28 wt % of 60CB, exhibits a reentrant
nematic phase at atmospheric temperature [1.8], Le., one observes a transition from the
srnectic-A phase to a nematic phase on either heating or cooling the system. The collective packing of the ch&,

which enhances the stabili@ of the SA phase, is fhstrated in

a reentrant phase.

1.2

Basic NMR

Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (W)
is an analytical method in which the d e c t of magnetic fields on nuclear spins [1.6] is observed. In particda., nuclear spins of different
orientations in an applied magnetic field have different energies. These energies con+
4

spond to radio fiequencies and when the nuclear spins are expmed to radio waves of
certain fitequencies, transitions between energy levels may occur.

NPVat may be used

to provide information regarding such things a s the structure of molecules or molecular
interactions.
Nuclear magnetic resonance is observeci in systems which contain magnetic moments as
well as angular momenta. Assemblies of nuclei contain both of these properties. Consider
a nucleus of spin 1. It has a magnetic moment p and angular momentum L. Since these

two vectors are colinear, the foilowing equation rnay be written:

where 7, a scalar quantity, is calleci the gyromagnetic ratio and is dependent on the size

and the state of the nucleus. Quantum theory leads to the expression:

The application of a magnetic field Ha produces an interaction energy of

where the

& is taken dong the Zr.direction of a laboratory hame.

The effect of an

dternating magnetic field is analyzed by modehg it as two rotating components, each of

amplitude Hland one rotating clockwise while the other counterclockwise.

The PR and

& differ just

by w changing sign to -w. Without l o s in generality, we use

The motion of the magnetic moment in a magnetic field satisfies the following equation:

The total macroscopic magnetization, A& is the vector sum of the magnetic moments.
Thus, the vector sum of equation (1.6) produces the equation of motion
A

The analysis is simplified if the t h e dependence of Hl is eliminated. This is accomplished
by a c o n m i o n of the above equation to a coordinate system that rotates about the

ZL

axis at the fiequency w,. This rotating coordinate system will be used d e s s otherwise

stated. In this system, Hl is static, and since the axis of rotation is in the same direction
as

Ho,Hois static. If Hlis assumed to be dong the x a& of the rotating barne, the
6

equation (1-7)becornes

B y definition, resonance is the condition which occurs when the altemating field etfectively

cancels the effect of the static field. Therefore, as the condition of resonance is approached,
w,

+ yHo approaches zero. This may be emphasized by rewriting equation (1.8) using w,

= -W.

Equation (1.9) states that in the rotating kame,the magnetization acts as though it is
effectively experiencing a static magnetic field fief .

When the resonance condition(w = ?Ho)
is satisfied,

a

=

Hl. Shen, only Hl is left

to interact with the magnetization, M, of the system of nuclear spins. If

Hlis arbitrarily

assigned to the x a x k of the rotating frame, then M will experience a torque due to the
magnetic field Hl and thus, will rotate, or precesç, about the x axis of the rotating kame.
That is, it will always precess perpendicular to Hl , with a frequency T H , . The angle
through which M rotates in a period of t h e t, is given by:

A 90" pulse is to rotate M horn the direction dong Hoto the y axis in the rotating frame.

This expression is fundamental to pulse methods of NMR.
Rom equation (1.10), it would seem that once M is rotated to an angle 8, M will
stay in this new position indefinitely. In reality, however, the spins of the nuclei interact

with their surroundings which cause a decay of M back to its original state. This process
is a first-order relaxation process and is characterized by a time called the spin-lattice
relaxation t h e ,

Tl.The nuclear

spins will also corne to equilibrium with each other.

The t h e required for this to occur is c d e d the spin-spin relaxation time Tz. mer
perturbation of the system, 12.I; tvill eventually decay back to its equilibrium value of Mo,

M. and hl, d l eventuaily decay back to their equilibrium value of zero. The evolution
of Mz towards Mo modifies the energy of the spin system through exchange of energy

with the lattice, whereas the decrease in transverse magnetization components does not
produce such an exchange of energy and is the effect of spin-spin interactions among
nuclear spins. The lattice is defineci as the degrees of &dom other than the spin system

in the molecular system of interest. Motions that contribute to Tl aLso contribute to T2
so that

T26 Tlis always satisfied.

The two relaxation times were defineci as a result of the determination by F. Bloch in
terms of three differential equations to describe the motion of macroscopic magnetization
in the presence of an applied magnetic field. Bloch started from equation (1.7) and to

account for relaxation discussed above, he Obt ained three phenomenological equations,
called the Bloch equations [1.7],

The Bloch equations may be solved for each situation with its appropriate boundary
conditions. It should be noted that Tland Tz are often called the longitudinal and
transverse relaxation times respectively, because they describe the decay of M dong and
perpendicular to the static field.

1.3

Thesis Outline

Chapter 1 gives the introduction to liquid crystals and basic

NMR concepts. The basic

NMR theory is presented in Chapter 2. Chapters 3 and 4 give the theones of the molecular
dynamics of liquid crystal necgsary for the curent study includhg the Tarroni-Zannoni

(TZ) Model, director fluctuations and decoupled rnodei of internal and overd motions
for flaible chah dynamics. The experimental methods are given in Chapter 5. Chapters
6 and 7 present the expehental results and discussion of studied liquid c r y s t d samples.
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Basic 2H I\SPI/IR Theory

2.1 Nuclear Electric Quadrupole Interaction
So far we have considered ody the magnetic interaction of the nucleus with the surroundin@. We know that the effect of the nuclear charge is to determine the electron orbits

and where the nucleus sits in a molecule. However, we have not considered any electric d effects on the energy required to reorient the nucleus in a magnetic field. There is.
therefore, an electrostatic energy that varies with the nuclear orientation [2.1].
The quadrupole Hamiltonian Hq arises kom an electrostatic interaction of the nuclear
quadrupole moment ( Q a S ) with the extemal electric field gradient (efg), Va4(= vË) at
the position of nucleus. V& and Qaa are defined as

where
xgk

xak

(a= 1,2,3)stands for x , y, or z, respectively for the kth proton,

T:

= x:,

+

+ x$, and V is the potential due to sources extemal to nucleus. Thus, a quadrupole

Hamiltonian HQ is given by

U s e Clebsch-Gordon co&cients and the Wigper-Eckarttheorem, equation (2.2) can be
rewritten as

where

I

eQ = ( I I I )

The effective quadrupole interaction of Eq. (2.3) applies for an arbitrary orientation of
the rectangular coordinates a = x, y, z. The tensor coupling to the symmetric (in x, y, z )

tensor V& can be simplified by chooçing a set of principal axes in which Va@= O for
a

# 8. In terms of these axes, along wit h Laplace's equation XV,,

= O, we have

a

Equation (2.4) shows that only two parameters are needed to characterize the derivatives
of the potential; V, and V,

- V,. It is customary to define two symbols, r) and q, c d e d

the asymmetry parameter and the field gradient, by the eqcations

Generally, the efg asymmetry parameter is s m d for deuterons, (q 6 0.05) and can be
neglected.

Usuady the elernents of Vmpare known in a molecular-fixed coordinate system but
the spin operators I,, I, and I, are quantized in the laboratory kame defined by the
extemal magnetic field. Therefore, it is necessary to rotate ef g tensor through coordùiate
transformation using Euler Angles (a,
,û, 7)(Fig. 2.1).

Figure 2.1 Rotations used in the definition of Euler Angles

Accordingly V& should be expressed by its irreducible tensor components V ,(rn = O, f1,f2) .

v:,

= L k i V , =O

v&

= -(

1
2

- V ) kz

(in PAS)
1
=-

2

(in PAS)

The transformation kom one frame to another s h p l y involves the Wigner rotation matrices D m ,
(a,
0 , ~[2.2]
) .

2.2

Nuclear Dipole-Dipole Interaction

The dipole Hamilt onian HD arises hom direct dipole-di pole interactions between the
nuclear magnetic moments and has the f o m (2.31

where p, is the magnetic vacuum permeabiliw, rij is the htemuclear distance, and D,, the
dipole coupling tensor, may be d e h e d by (6, - 3eiej) with

(i = Z,y, z ) being x,y, and

z components of a unit vector pointing fÎom one spin to the other. The internuclear vector

Cj has orientation (8,,
& j ) in the laboratory fiame

(& II 2 ) . The dipolar Hamiltonian

can be written in terms of heducible sphericd tensor operators (2.41 ,

The functions F?,, describe the nrientatinn and q,,contain the spin pir rat ors

where I* = I, k ii,. In the high-field approximation, HD may be treated as a first-order

perturbation on Hz and only the part (m = O) of the spin interaction that cornmutes with

I, is retained, Le., neglect the nonsecular te-

(m # 0) and retain the term with rn = O

to give a truncated dipole Hamiltonian,

where the Legendre polynomial P2(x)= (3x2 - 1 ) 12. The truncated dipole Hamiltonian
may also be used at low field if axial symmetry about the Z axis exists for the molecular

The indirect, electron-rnediated interaction has the same f o m as the direct dipole
interaction

with the indirect spin-spin coupling tensor

&.

An important diffaence is that the D~~

has no scdar part while jij does. In cornparison with the direct dipole interactions, Hj
is normally small in liquid crystals and will be ignored hereon.

2.3

Motionally Averaged H d t o n i a n

In mesophases, molecules do not rotate isotropicaily as in normal liquid. Therefore spin
Hamiltonians may not be averaged out by rotations. The averaging of Hamiltonian under
rotations may be easily studied when it can be expresseci in tennç of irreducible tensor
operator,

TL*,

and Ri,, [2.3] .

where X indicates the couphg mechanism (e.g. dipolar and quacirupolar) and CA is

an appropnate coupling constant (e.g., CA= eQ/21(21- 1) for quadrupolar interaction).
For the quadrupolar interaction,

RS*,

are non-zero only when L = 2 and will be replaced

by Vz. In the PAS system, the components with rn = rtl vanish.

In the laboratory kame, the spin parts are constant while the spatial parts V: are
tirne-averaged under rotations to give (Vm). Now the Euler angle R = (a',pl,r')
are
necessary to bring the laboratory system into principle axis systern. The timeaveraged

quadrupolar Haaiiltonian k

Note that here the inverse rotation transformation matrix DL:,, is uçed and the T2,p3
are given by

For a deuteron ( I = 1) spin with axially syrnmetric eiectnc field gradient (7= 0) , the
t imôaveraged quadrupole Hamiltonian is given by

In liquid crystais, molecules are aligned by their neighbors through the potential of
mean torque. The preferred direction of the molecuiar a l i m e n t in a uniaxial phase is
c d e d the director R. Suppose the director is pardel to the external field. The transfor-

mation shodd be cameci out through an intermediate rnolecular frame ( x M ,y ~zM)
,

where (a,
p, 7)are the Euler angles that carry the molecular kame to PAS frame, while
@,O, $) are the Euler angles that transform the laboratory kame into the molecular kame.

Note that Dg,,(a,
B, 7)= DE,,(a,0) since the value of y is irrelevant when m' = O. The
the-averaged quadrupolar Hamiltonian is fiom Eqs. (2.16)and (2.17):

where
3 eZqQ

WQ

= -Cq,m(07 W ; , o
4 f i m

P)

(0,

The the-averaged Wigner rotation matrices Di,, (8,+) are the order paramet ers in a

uniaxial phase and can be written in the form of a Cartesian order tensor

s which is a

symmetric andetraceless 3 x 3 matriu. Thus s has a maximum of five independent nonzero
components, defined by [2.5]

The ordering of molecules in a mesophase may be described by a singlet probability

e may be chosen such that P (O, $J) is an even
- hinction of the polar angles. This resdts in D& = O and Di,,= Di,-,.
When
is

function

P (O, J>). The molecular h

non-zero, the Zeeman h e is now split into two lines with a quadrupolar spïitting (Fig.

2.2)

b v

3%
~ 2 A

=

[S, (% p - S) + 1 (s, - s,)
cos2

sin2,ûcos 2cr

]

(2.20)

where (a,
,û) are polar angles of C - D vector in the molecular fiame.

Zeeman

Figure 2.2 Energy levels diagram of a deuteron (7= O) in a large external magnetic

field*

Similady, the t ime-averaged dipole Hamilt onian is given by

The dipole splitting is then given by
6vo =

%!fi
[s==(32 cos2O,,
8r2 ej

-

S) + 5

1

(S,, - Sm)sin'

where ( o i j , P i j )are polar angles of internuclear vector

0, cas ?aij

in the laboratory kame. For

molecules of cylindrical symmetry, the molecular biaxia.1 parameter (S,

- S,)

is identical

to zero.

2.4

order Parameters

The orientation of ngid molecules in a mesophase can be specified by a singlet distribution
function f (il),where R denotes the Euler angles (#,0,$) that transform between the
molecular and director kames. The average of any singkmolecule propem X (R) over
the orientation of all molecules is defined by

In terms of the Wigner rotation matrices of rank L, the orientation distribution func-

tion can be expanded as

Appiying the normalization condition, the expanded coefficients a ~ , t , can be o b

tained, i.e. qmtm
= (Dm#,(SI)).
For rocüike molecules, the pseud+potential V (a)is
independent of

t$

and

due to the uniaxial phase symmetry and the cylindrical molecu-

lar symmetry, respectively. The orientation distribution function becomes

where PL (cos 6) = ~k(9). The expansion coefficients in f (8)are the orientational order
parameter

(PL)
given by
(PL)=

JI

1

PL (cos 8) f (cas6) d (cos O )

Among ail the orientation parameters of different ranks, only second rank order parameters can be determined fkom the line position in NMR spectra.

2.5

Molecular Field Theory of Flexible Molecules: The AP Method

The constituent molecules of iiquid crystals usually contain an aromatic core and one or
more flexible side chahs. NMR studies of order parameter profles in these molecules have

revealed that the ordering of their rigid segments vazig with respect to each other and

with temperature [2.3]. Since the flexible chahs not only occupy space but also contribute
to the aniçotropic potential and interactions, they are partially responsible for the molecular ordering in liquid crystals. In attempting to interpret the deuterium quadrupolar

splittings Aui, which are both temperature dependent and site dependent, it is necessary
to assume that molecular conformation is independent of molecuiar orientation, thereby
separating the internal and overall motions.

The additive potential (AP) method was h t introduced by Marcelja (2.101 explicitiy
to take the akyl chain into account in calculating physicai properties of liquid crystak,

and was subsequently extendeci by Ernsley. Luckhurst and Stockley [2.11]. Due to intemal

degree of heedom, the c h i n therefore does not always exist in an aiI-trans conformation.

An additional average is needed for flexible molecules because different conformational
states are available to the molecules. In doing so, it is necessary to determine all of the
dowed conformations and their relative weights p,, (n) , the equilibrium probabilib for

finding a molecule in the nth conformation. This can be handed by using the rotational
isomeric state (RIS) mode1 [2.12] which aliows each of the methylene groups to be either
in the tram ( t )date or in one of the two possible gauche (g') states. Though there are
many internal modes, we shall restrict to rotations about the O - C and C - C bonds

in an alkyloxy chain. The g* states are obtained by f112 rotations about the C
O

-C

bond. In this model, only States in the potential minima are assumed to be appreciably
populated. This is due to the very steep potential barriers between these minima. The

gauche states have higher internal energy in cornparison to that of the trans state by an
amount of Et,. When the chah contains a g+g- or a g-gC linkage, an additional internal

energy E,I,T should be added because these Linkages bring parts of the chah near to one
another, the s ~ c a l l e d"pentane effect". The Et, values for gaseous alkanes Lie between

2.1 and 3.2 KJ/mol, while the Egtgrvalue is about three times larger [2.12].

In modeling the quadrupolar splittings (&)

where q&

for the methylene Ci deuterons, one uses

= (e2qQ/h)i,is the quadrupolar coupling constant for

C,deuterons and is

taken as 165kHz and 185kHz for methylene and ring deuterons,respectively. 8 is the angle

between the diredor and the externa1 magnetic field. 9 = O for the 60CB and 80CB
liquid crystal samples whose director is aligned dong the extemal magnetic field.
is a weighted average of the segmental order parameter. Suppose that

SCL

qfirepresents an

order parameter tensor which describes the orientational order of the nth rigid conformer.

Then in the principal âxis (X, Y, 2 ) kame of the nuclear quadrupolar interaction, one has

where the s u m is over ail possible configurations in the c h a . The G D bond is taken to

be dong the axis Z (i.e.,

q$L = C&= vfi).& the asymmetry parameter of the electnc

field gradient, is defineci by

For the methylene deuterons,

= O is a very good approximation.

To evaluate p,, (n) ,

one needs both the interna1 energy IIint(n) and external potential energy IIezt (n,w ) of
the nth conformer. The internai energy is assumed to depend on the number of gauche

linkages (N') and the number of g*gi linkages ( N g h g ~in) the chain of the nth conformer:

while the external potential energy &O depends on the orientation w of the director in a

molecular kame of the nth conformer.
The potential of mean torque Ue, (n,w ) is responsible for the alignment of a conformer

and results fkom the molecdar field of its neighbors. It depends on the conformational
state n of the molecule and on the polar angles w of the director in a bame that is attached
to a particular rigid segment of the conformer. To minimine the number of parameters, it
is assumed that the molecule can be divided into a s m d number of rigid segments. Each

segment is açsociated with an interaction tensor that is independent of the conformation.
The interaction tensor of the molecule is calculated by transforming the interaction tensors
hom their segmental axis system into a common system and then adding them together.
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This is the bais of additive potential (Al?) method. The potential of mean torque for
particular conformation can be approximated by a second-rank term [2.13]

where C2,-rn ( w ) k a modified spherical harmonic of rank 2.

et,

the interaction tensor

for conformation n, is given by

where the s u m over j is to add together interaction tensors of all rigid subunits. In the
jth segmental axis hame, Grr repreçents the local interaction of the jth ngid subunit

and is assumed to be independent of the conformation. Let

ET,,

and e;,

represent the

interaction tensors of the aromatic core and of each C C segment, respectively. If both of
them are assumeci to have cylindrical symmetry, the unique components of

E;,,

and e;,

are X. and X,, respectively. In this simplification, the number of interaction parameters
required to calculate cg, is reduced to two. The segmental interaction tensor G,, (n) v a q

with conformation because thek components need to be expressed in a common molecular
kame. This dependence is expresseci in

where Dm,,(w,?) is the second-rank Wigner rotation matrix, and wj" denotes the set of

Euler angles needed tu transform between axes in the jth segment and the common
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molecular frame. The p, (n)is given by

where (in,the orientation partition function of conformation n, is

and 2, the conformation-orientational partition function, is

Now the order parameter for a particular direction k in the conformation n may be
evaluated in the principal (x, y, r ) frame of

where 0:;

-'H

denotes angles for the Ci

,IL

(n,w ) according to

bond between the k (= X, Y,2 ) axis and a

principal axis a (= x,y,r ) . S&, the principal components of the Saupe ordering matrk

for the conformer n, rnay be written as

In order to evaluate the averages of the reduced rotation matrices, it is advantageous to
describe the director orientation in the principal axiç systern of Uat(n,w ) . Hence, the
constructed interaction tensor Uat(n,w ) is first diagonalized to obtain the interaction
tensor components

and X&, for the conformer n. In the principal k a m e

cm be evaluated [2.14]

[bd,, ( O ) ] exp [ ~ d &(O)]sinOd@/Q,

(di,, COSW) n = 2 q 0 di,? (0) 11

(2.40)

where Q, becogies

and 1, (2) , the nth order modified Bessel function is given 'by

2.6

Spectral Densities

In the quadrupolar Harniltonian, there are fluctuating terms because of the rotation
and/or collective motions of liquid-crystal molecules. The autocorrelation function G,, (t)

may be defineci in terms of the

(aLM)
in the fluctuation

rotation matrix Dm,,,

Hwniltonian

Now

nLM(Ea,p, 7)denotes the Euler angles that transform between a rnolecular frame

a t t d e d to the moleculac core and the laboratory kame,O is the angle between the G D
bond and the zhf axiç of the molecular kame,and r n and
~ r n ~ are
1 the projection indices for
a tensor of rank two in the laboratory and molecular z auis,respectively. The autocorre-

lation functions for rnolecular reorientation (terms with angle brackets in Eq. (2.27)) are
generdy given by a s u m of decreasing exponentials [2.6] , and.
GmLrnhr

where C,

=

( 1 D , ,12) -

The correlation times

( t ) = %mbr

Cab)
j=l

rnLrnhf

~ X P[-t

(2.4)

mnr]

'02)
, is the mean square of the Wigner rotation matrices.

TiLmM

depend on the order parameter (P2)
and on the variation

of the rotational diffusion tensor components with temperature. The

&imM

represent

nomalized weights of each exponential whose tirne constant

where Dl, refers to motion about the molecular
ZM

2, axis, while

0')
0')
axk The co&cients amLmM,
h r m M and C
m,
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DL refers to motion of the

for ail the correlation functions are

given numerically as polynomials in ( f i ) and their expansion coe£Ecients are tabulated
in Table I of Ref. [2.7] for a Maier-Saupe potential. Equations (2.28) and (2.29) are

expresseci in the notation of Dong [2.8].
Rom the standard spin relaxation theory [2.9] for deuterons (1= 1) , the Zeeman

(T;) and quadnipolar

(TG)
spin-lattice relaxation rates are given in terms of spectral

densities JmL ( m L w o )by

The spectral density is simply the Fourier transform of the autocorrelation function
GrnL

0)
J m

00
3n'
~
( m ~ w )= 2 (*cD)~

cmL( t )

COS (m,rwt)

dt

wktere q c ~
= e2qQ/h (7= O is assumed) is the nuclear quadrupolar coupling constant.

2.7

Summary

In this chapter, we have introduced quadrupolar and dipolar splittings, and showed how
they are related to the order parameters. The AP method is outlined and d be used
t o understand segmental order parameters for a flexible chain. The spectral densities of

motion are also described.
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3 Relaxation by Molecular Reorientation and Direct or Fluctuations
3.1

Introduction

The rotation diffusion model Las been widely used to describe molecular reorientation
since Debye's introduction (3.11 . It can be used to interpret nuclear relaxation in isotropic

liquids [3.2]. More recently, it has been used extensively as a model to account for the

nuclear spin relaxation behavior in thermotropic liquid crystals. Each moleeule is characterized by a rotational diffusion tensor
molecule. The principal components of

D,

normally defined in a frame LUted on the

D are D,,, D,

reorienting in a uniaxial potential with rotational &ion

and DZL.For a symmetric rotor

constants

D,, = D, # DL=?

solutions were first presented by Nordio and ceworkers [3.3,3.4]. The Nordio model was
used in nurnerous experimental studies including NMR. There were some attempts to

analyze the deuterium spin relaxation behavior of non-cylindrically symmetric molecules,
e.g., several asymmetric planar rotors, as rotational diffusions of a symmetric top in a uni-

axial potential [3.5,3.6], but womes persisted that the less than perfect fits were caused
by using this approximation. The rigorous treatment of the asymmetric rotor has been
published by Tanoni and Zannoni (3.71 (TZrnodel) , and the solutions use tenns up t o

rank 40 in the Wigner bais set. There is a recent report in which the TZ model was

applied to çtudy the deuteron relaxation of a biaxial solute Fluorene-dlo in the Licrystal
phase 5 [3.8] .

3.2

Correlation Functionç

The rotationai diffusion mode1 assumes a stochastic blarkov process [3.2,3.3,3.9] for
molecular reorientation in which each molecule moves in time a s a sequence of small

angle steps causeci by collisions with its neighboring molecules and under the influence of
an anisotropic potential set up by its neighbors. The orientational correlation hinction
can be written as

G. , , ,

(t) =

1

dnodnp(0,) D,

(0,) x P (ao1 nt) D$,.

(n)

(3.1)

where for simplicity, we use rn and n to represent the m ~the
, projection index in the
laboratory kame and n ~the, projection index in the molecular £rame, respectively.

R

= (a,p, 7) denotes Euler angles, P (ao1 nt) is the conditional probability of h d h g a

molecule at orientation R at time t if the orientation of the molecule was Ro at t = 0, and
the equilibrium probability, P (0)
is given by the Boltzmann distribution:
"XP [-U (a)lkT1
= $ dlexp [-U (R) /kT]

(3-2)

where k is the Boltzmann constant and T is the temperature. II (R) is the potential of
mean torque acting on the molecule [3.10] , and its symmetry is determineci by the sym33

metry of the molecule and that of the mesophase. In the long t h e limit , the orientational
correlation fundion may be non-zero in an anisotropic medium, and is given by

This long time plateau has to be subtracted fkom G,,,,,(t) to ensure its decay to zero
in equilibrium.

For cylindrical molecules in the uniaxial phase, the potentid of mean torque is governed
by the P angle only, i.e. U (O)= U (P) . For asymmetric molecules reorienting in a uniaxial

phase, the potential of mean torque depends on two Euler angles, i-e. LI (a)= U (p,y)

[3.11]. Now the effective anisotropic potential U (O) cm be expressed in terms of Wigner
matrices as

and the orientational order parameters, average of the Wigner rotation matrices Dm, ($2),
are

If the molecular reorientation takes place through a sequence of s m d anguim steps,
the evolution of the conditional probability P (RolRt) can be described [3.7,3.12] by a

differential equations for the rotational ciifhision procgs as

where Lgi=
L+,L, or L,j is a cornponent of a dimensionless angular momentum operator

i,and D is a rotational diffusion tensor.

Here we choose a molecule-futed hame in which

-

D is diagonal

where

E

is an asymmetry parameter of the diffusion tensor, going kom -1 to +l, 7 is the

ratio between diffusion around z~ a i s (spinning motion) and ciifFusion of the

ZM axis

itself(tumbling motion) which is expressed by p. In the cylindrical symmetry limit ( p
becomes Dl,i] becomes Dll/Dl and
the Nordio limit.

E

reduces to O), the diffusion matrix is reduced to

Now, back to the more general w e with non-zero c, equation (3.6) becomes

where

is the diffusion operator which, for the purpose of numericd cdculations, can be

--1
8

where

P ($2) is t;he equilibrium distribution, and

v2= L: + L; + r l ~ :
and

is the anguiar moment-

step operator. When E = 0, the above operator

f'

is the same

as that used by Nordio and his CO-workers. The diffusion equation in this symmetrized
form is given by

where

is the symmetrized conditional probability. The symmetrized diffusion equation can be
given a convenient matrk representation in a bais of normalized Wigner matrices:

by expanding the çymmetrized conditional probability P (GIS%)
,

(nop)= Z~L,,
(no,s % (0)

(3.16)

Lmn

The expanding coefficients CL, (ao,t) at tirne zero can be evaluated using the initial
condition î> (RolRt)= 6 (R - Ra) . Thus,

Substituthg Eq. (3.16) in Eg. (3.13) , multiplying both sides on the left for V& (Q) and
integrating over R we obtain the system of linear dinerential equations

1

-C
P

(t) = RC (t)

where

( ~ m L'n'Ln
)

=

/'m.n$;,

((n)

pi, (0)

The explicit expression of the matrix elements RLrm~ntlLmn
depend on the onenting p*
tential U (0)and can be obtained barn Appendix A for the important specific case of a
mean-field potential containhg o d y second rank interactions. In solving the above h e a r
*ion

equations, a unit ary eigenvector rnatrix

xrnwhich diagonalizes the self-adjoint

diffuçion matrix R~ should be introduced

where Tm is a diagonal matrix that contains the eigenvalues of R ~ The
. formal solution is

xrnand subtituting the zero time co&cients,

we

where we have used single index K to label the eigendues of the diffusion matrix,

R".

Considering the matrix elements of
obtain

Using the un-normalized Wigner matrices, the symmetrized conditional probability can

For t
value

-t

ca a l the exponentialç decay to zero except the one corresponding to the eigen-

PO. The long time behavior of the symmetrized conditionai probability is obtained

by

Eq. (3.1) can be rewritten as

Substituthg Eq. (3.23) and Eq. (3.24) in Eq. (3.25),the correlation functions cm be

x C (JIr1,J r ,L; n - pl, p') C (JI1,J , LI; O , m) C (Ji', J, L'; nt - p, p )
=

c

(b,.)

K

e V

[i (a,.)

where C ( A ,B, C;d, e ) is the Clebsch-Gordon coeficient, (a,),
are the eigenvaiues of the r matrix, and (b,)

l p , the decay constants,

, the relative weights of the exponentials,

are the correspondhg eigenvectors. In the lirnit that ,
G

( t ) can be reexpressed by a

single exponential, then

For L = LI = 2 and n = nt, b
z reduces to the

K

(m, n) , the mean square of the Wigner

rotation matrices, given by Freed [3.13]. This secion provides the spin relaxation theory
to describe the overd reorientation of molecules in uniaxial mesophases.

3.3

Spectral Densities

( A B ) (mw) are given by the following sum of Fourier transformaThe spectral densities JLLtnnf

tion of the correlation functions in Eq. (3.26)

For deuteron NMR experiments, L = L' = 2, A z L = ~~~~~d~~

(0) ,

BE&

=

J3/~lr~~&,
( O ) where O is the angle between the rnolecular r b f axis and the principal z
axis of the efg tensor (e.g., the C - D bond). The spectral densities for a biaxial molecule
in miaxial phases are given by

Jm

3n2
(m)
= y( ~ c D ) ~

Cd:o
(8)
nnr

3.4

d;tO

(0)

x

(b2*

K (agnnn,l)K+ (m)'

(3.29)

The Ring Rotation and Internal Motions

Eg. (3.29) is for deuterons without intemal degree of freedorn. When the aromatic ring
is rotating keely about its para axis with a diffusion constant DR,the spectral densities
are given by [3.7]

where the strong collision limit is wed for ring rotations, ORq is the angle between the

C-D bond and the para axis, and ehfIR,
the angle between the para axis and the molecular
zlbf axis, usudy can

be set to zero. Now the following more general spectral densities are

obtained for the case with intenial motions

where C,,tl is related to the correlation time of intemal motion and l? (n, n',1 ) is a function
describing the internal motions. The ring internai motion codd be Eree rotation, restricted
motion, or n fip of ring around its para-&:

etc. For the special case that the ring is fixed

on the molecular kame, Le., the internal motion is frozen, only one term h i d e C survives
1

(î(n, n', 1 ) =

and C',,fi = 0) and Eq. (3.31) goes back to Eq. (3.29). For deuterons

residing in fldble chains, the spectral density for the chah internal motions (described
by a rate equation) has a f o m similar to Eq. (3.31) except the intemd function l? (n, nt,1 )

now includes the chah geometric information and eigenvectors of the rate matrix, and
the

is related to the eigenvdues of jump rate matrix. The explicit expression will

be given in Chapter 4.

3.5

Director Fluctuations

There are several motional processes(e.g., reorientation, director fluctuations) that take
place simultaneously and may cause spin relaxation in liquid cqmtalç. Because of thermal
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fluctuations of the director, the orientation of the director has both spatial and temporal
mriation. Since there is no long range order of positions arnong the moleniles in nematics,
a local (instantanmus) director A (3may be introduced to represent the average direction

of molecules within a neighborhood of any point in the sample. The time intenml between
molecular collisions is about IO-'*

-

10-12s. Changes in molecular orientation due to

collisions could change the local director on the NMR timescaie. Thus, an additional
coordinate systern is needed to specik the local director ît (fl. The average director fio is
obtained by spatiaiiy averaging the local directors over the sample.
The angle nLM
(t) in the autocorrelation function (Eq. (2.27)) denotes the orientation

ZL)Erame.
of the principal molecular axis ( x M ,ybflz M ) in the laboratory hame (XL,YL1
The coordinate transformation fiom the (xnf,y ~zM)
) to the (XL,
YL,ZL) kame must

be carried out through successive transformations (Figure 3.1) to account for the fast
motions of a molecule and slow collective fluctuations of the director. That is, RLnr =

(a,fif'), where the Euler angle a' transform £rom the molecular frame ( x h I ,

zhf) to

the instantanmus director ( x , y, t) fiame, QIfis used to t r d o r m the (x,y, z ) frame to

YL,Zt)
. Here we assume the average director fio is pardel to
the laboratory kame (XL,
the extemal field

a, which is used to define the laboratory hame.

Figure 3.1 A schematic illustration of director fluctuations

In the nematic phase and perhaps "disordered" srnectic phases, molecules perform long
range cooperative motions, which are slow compared to the rapid reorientation motions

of individual molecules. The dynamics of these fluctuations depends on the viscosity
coeflicients and the elastic coefkients of the liquid cryçtal. In the continuum theory,the

K2and K3are respectively the splay, twist and bend elastic constants
elastic constants KI,
[3.14,3.15]. Fkeed has included these collective &ects in the spin relaxation theory by
dowing the orienthg potential U (R) to fluctuate slowly in time. It is assumeci that
the director shows srnaIl fluctuations about its mean position, and that the magnitude of

ordering does not change. Then there are three

mes of te-

that contnbute to spectral

densities: molecular orientation, director fluctuation and a crossterm arising fiom both
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of these motions. According to Pincus [3.16], when director fluctuations are assurned

to give s m d angular amplitude, director fluctuations only contribute to JI ( w ) in first
order approximation. Furthmore, if director fluctuations are slow in cornparison to

the molecular reorientation, the coupling of these two types of motion would produce a
very s m d cross term [3.17,3.18]
. In the "one constant" approximation, i.e., KI = K2=

K3 = K and one effective viscosity coefficient is used instead of five Leslie coefticients,
the contribution to JI ( w ) kom director fluctuations is [3.17]

where the prefactor A is

where Dtis the averaged translational self-difhision constant, w, is a hi&-frequency cutoff
hequency, and the cutoff function1

8 (w,/w) is uni@ at low kequency and becomes srnall for Larmor fkequency rnuch larger
than w,. 7 and K are the one constant approximation to the viscosities and the elastic
constants of the medium,and (P*),is the nematic order parameter of the rnolecule relative

to the local director and is related to the usual order parameter (P2)
according to [3.20]

where the parameter a = kT/rKA, is a measure of the magnitude of director fluctuations.

Standard theories [3.14,3.21,3.22]of spin relaxation by director fluctuations in nematics are based on the notion that the mean squaie amplitude

(p2) of

the director's

displacement is smaU such that terms of this and higher orders can be neglecteà. When
angular evcursions of the local director are not small [e-g., low K or large a],
second-order
and higher terms are needed and their contributions to JZDF( 2 ~ and
)
JoDF(O) becorne

nomero. When second-order contribution are included in JIDF (w) , Joghems et al. [3.23]
found that it has a correction factor (1 - 4 4 , which reduces to 1 when a is very s m d .

Then Eq. (3.32) becornes

For G D bonds located in the flexible chah, the effect of director fluctuations is made
smaller as a result of additional averaging within the chain kom the confomational
changes. It has been recognized [3.24] in earlier deuterium NMR studies that the spin-

lattice relaxation rates for the chah deuterons should scale with the square of their
quadrupolar splittings if the spin relaxation iç caused only by director fluctuations. In-

deed the quadrupolar splittings can give the segmental order parameter of C D bond at
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carbon site i, which is defined by

sg, = ((9
(cos e('))))
where

(3.37)

..

ett)is the angle between the ith G D bond and the equilibrium director, (0)

denotes both the conformational average and overall motion average. In uniaxial phases

like the nematic and smectic A, the above equation can be expressed as 13-22]

-

where dm(&jlq)

denates the conformational average over the

&/lQ

angle of the partieula

C D bond with respect to the molecular z~ a&, and 0 is the angle between the

zhf axîs

and the equilibrium director. The assumption made for the last step in Eq. (3.38) is that

the motional modes for the intemal chah motions and for the molecdar reorientation are
decoupled. Thus, we rewrite Eq. (3.36)

For the sample of mixture of SOC%-d17and 60CB,we consider a much smder contribution as well [3.20]

$2,

(w) =

3r

-($g)

A' (SC-,)37r (1 - 3a12

(3.40)

where

& = 165 KHz for methylene deuterons. The calculated spectral densities for the

Ciare ~

O W
given

by

where the subscript R is used to denote molecular rotation.
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4

Interna1 Dynamics of Flexible Mesogens

4.1 Introduction
Liquid crystals contain organic molecules whose structures usually consist of a ngid core
with flexible pendant chains. It is known that rnolecular flexibiliw is responsible for vari-

ations in the physical properties of liquid crystals. The theoretical treatment of dynamic
processes of flexible molecules in an anisotropic medium is not an easy t ask 14.1 - 4.31 .

This often requires a certain number of simp&ng assumptions which may only be justified by cornparison of the rnodel predictions and experiments. In modeiing quadrupolar

splittings in liquid crystals, the rotational isomeric state (RIS)model [4.4] has been used
to generate al1 configurations in the chah, and anisotropic interactions with the neighboring chains are described by a mean-field potential. When rnodeling interna1 rotations
about each carbon-carbon bond in the pendant chahs, the configuration transitions of
the chah may be superimposed onto the rotational diffusion of the whole molecule. This
implies that the molecular core is "massive" such that its motion is independent of configuration transitions in the chah. This simpl&mg assumption gives rise to the scxalled
decoupled model. The RIS model has been extended [4.1] to the time domain in order to
describe spin relaxation in flexible nematogens. It involves a master equation 14-11which
describes transitions among ail dowed configurations in the pendant chains. To simpHy

numerical computations, the overd motion is describeci by a single average rotational
diffusion tensor.

Figure 4.1 The illustration of jump motions of (a) kl,(b) k2 and (c) k3

The decoupled model assumes that in a molecule with N distinct conformations, r*
tational dieusion tensors for different rotamers do not difFer appreciably and that an
"average" molecular difhision tensor may be used to solve the rotation diffusion quation [4.5,4.6]. Transitions among configurations are described by elementary jump modes
[4.7,4.8] : one-bond(kl) , twebond(b) and three-bond(k3) motions (Fig. 4.1). A one-

bond rotation involves rotation of the 1 s t bond in the chah defineci as {- - - ,I , ml n) -,

{- - - ,l ,ml nt), where {} denotes the C C bond orientations in the carbon-carbon backbone of a pendant ch&.
mate bond only

(

A two-bond rotation is defined as rotation of the penulti-

,1, m,n}

0

-+

{- ,I , m', nt} , Le., it represents motion of the last

two C C bonds in the chain as a pair, with no rotation about the penultimate carbon
[4.9] . In the cqse of a tram bond, Le., I =

72,

then n = nt. A theebond rotation is

a kink motion in the chain, i.e., the interchanging of two alternate bonds, defmed as

{-- ,i,j , k, - ) -r

4.2

(

0

- ,k,j, i . ) , iç also c d e d the crankshaft transitions.

Superimposed Rotation Mode1

In writing the autocorrelation functions that describe both internal and extemal motions
of a flexible mesogen, the Euler angles RLq are used to specify the orientation of the
principal axis systern of a spin tensor (e-g., efg) with respect to the extemal magnetic
field. Suppose that in a local (a)h e , the orientation (Oaq) of a Ca-*A bond is time
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independent. A molecule-fixed (M) fiame is chosen to coincide with the principal axis

system of the rotational diausion tensor of the molecule. The Euler angles Rhf, that
transform between the local hune and the molecular kame are t h e dependent due to
the internal motions. The angks RLM depend on time because of reorientation of the

whole molect.de. By successive coordinate transfomat ions, the following is obt aineci:

where RaQ is time independent. The autocorrelation hinction is

where the second term is to ensure that the autocorreIation functions tend to zero at
t

-r

w [4.10], Now Eq. (4.2) can be rewritten u i n g

Eq. (4.1) as

where

because of the usual assumption of decouphg between internal and extemal motions such
that the two motional parts can be averaged separately. When the correlation functions
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of interna1 motions c m be written as

where the correlation functions G,L,,~bf

(t) describe the o v e r d motions of molecules,

and are given for the TZ model by Eq. (3.26) . The complexity here is that the correla-

tion huictions are not simply given by a Linear combination of products of the correlation
functions for &ch motion. The correlation functions in the above equation include terms
that are products of correlation functions for one motion and averaged Wigner mat*
components for the other motions. These extra terms are zero for the case of relaxation in normal liquids since the average of Wigner matrix elements are identical to zero.

Unlike the random isotropie motions in normal liquids, these terms become nonzero in
mesophases because some restricted (preferred) motional degrees of fieedom would p r e
duce nonzero averages of Wigner matrices. However, Eq. (4.6) may be simplifiecl in
certain specific cases.

In the superimposed rotation model

[4.3] , it is assumed that in-

ternal rotations about dinerent C C bonds are independent, and that rodlike molecules

reorienting in uniaxial mesophases with each of their intemal motions involve cylindrically

symmetric rotation about a single axis, then m, = m', and

Therefore, Eq. (4.2) cm be mîtten as [4.10]

+~,Lo

Pd2C [dLO( P ~ Q )* ]Goom* ( t )

The second term in the above expression represents a cross-term between the internai
motions and overall motions, but is zero except when r n =
~ O, Le., it is only required in
calculating JO (O), or the spin-spin relaxation times. Otherwise, in calculating JI ( w ) and

J2 (2w) , or the spin-lattice relaxation times, the overd correlation functions are given
by the linear combinations of the products of the correlation functions for each motion.

When treating the interna1 motions hirther down the chah, additional coordinate hunes

are needed to carry out successive transformations fkom a local a frame to the molecular

4.3

Decoupled Mode1 for Correlated Internd Motions

To evaluate the correlation functions in Eq. (4.3) , it is necessary to h d the conditional
probability

[OLhf,tlRLnf(0) ,O] that at tirne t, the molecule has configuration i and

orientation QLM, at t = 0, the molecule has codguration 1 and orientation ilLM(0) . Using
the assumption of decoupling internal and extm a l mot ions, the conditional proba bility
can be expressecl as the product of configuration and orientation conditional probabilities:

Now using the above conditional probability to express the ensemble average in Eq. (4.3) ,

where peq ( 2 ) is the probability of occurrence of configuration 1 at equilibrium. This can
be calculated, for example, using the additive potential method. The orientation conditional probability p [OLM,
t IRLM(O) ,O] was used to evaluate GiLmMmM
(t) in chapter 4,

and p (2, tll, O) =

(t) is required to evaluate internd correlation functions. To evaluate

GmL( t ), one needs to transform the electric-field-gradient tensor through successive c e
ordinates to d o w for intemal motions and reorientation of the rnolea.de. Instead of using
many local coordinate systems, it is more convenient to define a coordinate system (N) in

which the chah may have N distinct configurations. The N kame is rigidly attached on
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a molecule-fixed (M) hame with an orientation specified by the tirneindependent Euler
angles nMN.
In each configuration, a G D bond has a known orientation. Its motion due
to conformational transitions is responsible for spin relaxation. Transitions between different configurations take place by means of one-bond, twebond or three-bond motions
[4.7,4.8] in the c h a h These bond motions involve jump rate constant k l , kz and k3,

respectively. Transitions among configurations are described by a master equation [4.11]

where R, is the rate constant for transitions koom configuration j to configuration i and
is related to the elementary jump rate constant
motion in the transition.

rij

Tij

which depends on the type of bond

is zero if transition cannot occur via one of the three types of

bond motion. The diagonal matrix elements R, are the negative of the s u m of ail jump
rates that deplete configuration i,

Moreover, R, satise the det ailed-balance principle,

TO constnict the R matrix, it is required that

rq = rji and

R, = p,

( 2 ) rij.

The master

equation can be solved [4.9] as a eigenvalue problem. This is achieved by syrnmetrizing R
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and then diagonalizing to give N real and negative eigenvalues A, and eigenvectors x(q.
One of these eigenvalues (n = 1) is zero, and the corresponding eigenvectors di)is given
by the equilibrium distribution of configurations:

The conditional probability Pd, (t) is given by

Now, applyiig the N Erame coordinate system descnbed above?and using the decornpe

~
Eq. (4.1) can be rewritten as
sition theorem for the Wigner m a t r ~components,

where the Euler angle RNQ give the orientation of G D bond in the N barne. Both

RLM

and ilNQ are t h e dependent because of molecular reorientation and interna1 motion,
respectively. Following the procedure of section 4.2, the decoupled mode1 gives

The internai correlation functions are given by

where phQ and ctkQare polar angles of a C-Dbond in the rotamer of configuration 1 in
the N frame, and Eq. (4.15) was substituted in the last step.
When applying TZ mode1 to treat chah deuterons of an asymmetric rotor and letting
QMN

= O for simplicity, Le., the N frame is coincident with the M kame, the spectral

densities of Ci deuterons c m be obtained for r n #
~ O

where a and b are defined in Eq. (3.26).

In this chapter we take the intemal motion of the chah into account, and get the
spectral densities for deuterons dong a flexible c h a h
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5.1

Experimental Methods
Apparat us

A home-built superheterodyne coherent pulse NMR spectrometer was operated for deuterons
at 15.1 MHz using a Varian dectromagnet and at 46.05 MHz wing a 7.1 Telsa Oxford
superconducting magnet. The sarnple was placed in a NMR probe whoçe temperature was
regulated either by an extemal oil bath circulator or by an air flow with a Bruker BST1000 temperature controller. The temperature gradient across the sample was estimated

to be l e s than 0.3 "C. The 7r/2 pulse width of about 4 ps was produced by a ENI power
amplifier. Pulse control and signal collection were performed by a General Electnc 1280
computer. Fourier transformation and data processing [5.1] were done by Spectral Calc

and Micro Origin softwares on a IBM-PC computer. The temperatures in our samples
were calibrateci against a standard liquid crystal in which the transition temperatures are
known and c a n be determineci by NMR.

5.2

Quadrature Detection and Phase Cycling

Typicdy, a particdar expriment is repeated many times and the output signals are
summed before performing the Fourier transformation. This improves the signal to noise
ratio. In a simple NMR experiment in which the signal fiom the sample is detected dong
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only one axis of the stationary reference hame, the excitation pulse must be placed either
to the extreme left or to the extreme right of the spectzum, rather than near to the NMR

line of interest, in order to avoid folding, or aliasing, of the NMR Lines. In thiç case, the
negative part of the spectrum is folded over and summed with the positive part of the
spectrum.

NMR

This causes the noise to double. Consider the Fourier transform of a single

line when the excitation pulçe is placed relatively near to the line. The Fourier

transform produces two peaks on either side of the excitation, one of the which is the
real signal and the other is a fictitious signai. Also, suice only one channel is used in the
single phase detection, the detector sees only one magnetization component in the rotating

frame and it is unable to tell if the magnetization is precessing faster (Au= v - uo > 0)
or slower (Av< O) than the excitation kequency.
To avoid spectrum folding, or aliasing, the quadrature detection method has been
introduced [5.2,5.3] . Using this technique, the FID signal hom the sample is detected by

two chameh in a receiver which differ in phase by 90". The signais in the two channels
form a cornplex signal with certain amplitude and phase. This phase carries information
that distinguishes signals having a positive offset from a negative offset. That is, nuclei
that resonate at a kequency with Au > O produce a different signal than nuclei that
resonate at a kequency with Au < O. Thus the Fourier transformation of this signal
produces spectnun which does not have the unwanted Line and has the red line of double

the intensiw. The signal to noise ratio is improved by a factor of

fi [5.4,5.5].

The quadrature signals fiom the receiver are sent to two channeis in the 1280 computer
for signal averaging. Now the phase merence of the two channeIs in a receiver may deviate
hom the desired value of 90" and the gains of these channek may not be exactly the same.

These problerns are solved by using phase cycling of both radiofiequency pulses and the
receiver channels. The computer controls the phase shifter to produce r.f . phases at 0°,

90°,180°,270". The receiver channels take turns in detecting the red and imaginary parts
of the FID (Fkee Induction Decay) signal, as the receiver phase is cycled between 0" and

90". As a result, the two channels equally share any error in quadrature or amplification.

Then the computer collects the real and imaginary parts of the FID signal and sums
them in two separate mernories [5.5]. Thus the imperfection in r.f. phases and in the
quadrature detector of the receiver are compensated.

5.3

Pulse Sequence

In order to observe relaxation &&, the spin system has to be disturbed fkom equilibrium.

In NMR this is usually done by applying an osciUating magnetic field for a short period.
This oscillating field c a m h a frequency at or near the Larmor hequency wo of the spin.

The setup of a typical longitudinal relaxation experiment is shown in Fig.3.1. The shaded
rectangle represents one or more r.f. pulses. Their pulse length and inter-pulse spacing
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determine the initial conditions of the spin system for the relaxation experiment. The spin
system is left to relax during a period of t. A detection pulse is then applied to measure
the spin magnetization dong the Zr. avis by observing the time domain FID signal.

For deuterated liquid nystal molecules, the spin-lattice relaxation rates can be measureci using the Jeener-Broekaert (J-B) pulse sequence with phase cycling as descnbed
by Vold et al [5.2,5.3] . Note that the above puise sequence has included an additional

monitoring 45' pulse to minimize the long-term instability of the spectrometer. The pulse
was phase-cycled to have a net efkt of subtracting magnetization

(Mo)
signal fiom the

J-B signal. mer the spin systern has been put in a non-equilibrium state by the first two
pulses of the sequence, its relaxation to the equilibrium state is monitored by a detection

pulse at vaxioys times t. The deuteron gives rise to a doublet, due to the incomplete averaging of the quadrupole coupling, and the intensity of the two lines of the doublet, here

named L and H, depend on the t h e t as (5.61

where A and B are constants determined by the initial state of the system. By adding
and subtracting ML and MH,respectively, the Zeeman and quadrupolar relaxation times

Tlzand TIQ,
can be obtained.
In our experiments, we use the broadband Jeener-Broekaert sequence (see Figure 3.2)
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with the appropriate phase-cycling of radiofrequency and receiver phase [5.7] to sirnultaneously measure Tlz and Tlq.
This avoids the necessity of rnatching the pulse separation
between the k t two pulses in the traditional J-B method to the quadrupolar splitting of

the observed deuteron,

Figure 5.1 A schematic illustration of typical setup of a longitudinal relaxation ex-

Figure 5.2 A schematic illustration of broadband Jeener-Broelgert sequence, dispec-

ify the phases.

5.4

Liquid Crystal Samples

(1) MBPUEd2

S-4- (2-methylbuty loxy)carbonylphenyll 4-( lO-undecenyloxy )-benzoate
MBPUEd2 was kindly provided by Dr. C. A. Veracini, University of Pisa. This is a
partidy ring-deuteriated smectogen. It has a clearing temperature of 52.5'C, S d - S m C
at 44OC and a melting temperature of 43 OC.A broadband

was used to measure simultaneously Tlzand

bB excitation sequence [5.8]

TIQof the aromatic deuterons. The pulse

sequence was modifiecl using an additional monitoring */4 pulse to minimize any long term
instability of the spectrometer. Signal collection was started 10 ps after each monitoring
7r/4 pulse, and averageà for over 1024 scans at 46 biHz and 4096 scans at 15.1 MHz. The

experimental uncertainty in these spin-lattice relaxation times was estimated to be &5%.

The quadrupolar and dipole splittings of the aromatic deuterons were detennined korn a

NMR spectrum obtained by Fourier transforming the kee induction
- decay signal after a
7r/2 pulse, and had an q e r i m e n t a l error of better than f1%.
(2) 80CBdI1/60CB mixture
4n-octyloxy-4'qanobiphenyl (80CBd17)

4n-hexy loxy-4'-cyanobiphenyl (60CB)
The 80CBdi7 was purchased £rom Merck, S h q and Dohme Canada Ltd. in Montreal, and 60CB was p u r c h a d fiom BDH Chemicaiç, Ltd. The 80CBdIi/60CB mix-
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ture has 72 wt% of 80CBd17 and 28 wt% of 60CB.They were combined, melted thoroughly and evenly, degassed and sealed. The binary mixture has a clearing temperature

of 7g°C,N-SmA at 43°C and SmA-N,. at 32.5OC.A broadband J-B sequence (5.81 was
used to sirnuitaneously measure Tlzand

TiQ.Signal collection was started 10 ps after

each monitoring 7r/4 pulse, and averaged over 4096 scans at 46 MHz and 8192 scans
at 15.1

MHz. The experimental uncertainty in these spin-lattice relaxation times was

estimated to be 4 5 % . Quadrupolar splittings were determined fkom a NMR spectrum
obtained by Fourier Transform of the hee induction decay signal after a irl2 pulse, and
had an experimental error of better than f1%.
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6

Rotational Dynamics of a Chiral Mesogen

6.1 Introduction
Chiral molecules used to f o m ferre and antiferreelectric Liquid crystak have recently
attracted much attention owing to the observation of a rich variety of chiral subphase.
[6.1,6.2] . lndeed chirality is now thought of to be an important element in creating novel

organizations and functions of Lquid crystalline materials. Molecular chirality cm be
created by placing asymmetric carbons in the end chain(s) of a non-chiral liquid crystal
rnolecde. There is now evidence that a chiral chah is motiondy hindered in the liquid
crystalline phase, as the chah is bent at the chiml centre with respect to the molecular long

axis [6.3- 6.61 . A bent shape increases the molecular biaxiality and the moment of inertia.

This is consistent with the belief that in order to see macroscopic polarization, rotation
nound the rnolecular long aJcis must be highly restricted.

NMR studies of conventional

rod-like mesogens have clearly established that the spinning motion (arounrl the molecular
long tu&) of the molecule is about two orders of magnitude faster than its tumbling motion
(around one of the short axh) [6.7].In the present study, the molecule of an opticdy
pure chual mesogen is found to show rotational behaviors which may be anomalous.

Our sample, MBPUBd2, was studied by deuterium NMR spectroscopy. A typical
spectrum of MBPUB-d2 is s h m in Fig. 6.1 together with its chernid structure. The

p-mt

dipoles are located mainly on the two carbonyl groups in the molecule and

pointed approximately perpendicdar tO the molecdar long axis.

Figure 6.1 A typical DMR spectrum of MBPUB-d2 and its molecular structure

Although MBPUB has a narrow one degree range of SmC' phase, our sample only

shows the SmA phase with an extendeci temperature range by supercooling. As seen in

Figure 6.1,the spectnim consists of a quadrupolar doublet (with a splitting AuQ) whose
peaks shows an additional splitting ( A u o ) due to the dipoledipole couphg between the
deuteron and its nearby proton. The observeci splittings are a result of the aniçotropic
motion of molecules within fluid layers in the S m A phase. The splittings AuQ and Auo

datas versus temperature at 46 MHz are s h o w in Figure 6.2. It is clear £rom this figure
that the data show some temperature dependence.
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Figure 6.2 Plot of quadrupolar splittings Auq and dipolar splittings AvD versus the
temperature at 46 MIiz. Cirdes and up triaagles denote AuQ and Auo, respectively.
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6.2

Data Analysis

In a previous study [6.10], the para axes of the phenyl rings in MBPUB were found to
make an angle of 12". We estimate that the molecular

rhf

axis makes an angle 19 = 6 O

with the para axis of the deuterated ring. Using the AuQ and AuD from &S.
(2.22), the principal d u e s 9 (= S),

(2.20) and

and ,S
, - S, of the order parameter matrix of the

molecule core c m be determinecl at each temperature according to:

where q c (185
~
kHz) is the nuclear quacinipolar coupling constant. KDH(18.434 kHz
is the D-H dipolar coupling constant,

~ D H
(2.5

the functions [6.11]f ( O ) = 3sin28 + r)cos28
17 (5

+ 2 sin2O ) 13. In Eq.

A)

A3)

is the proton-deuteron distance, and

+ (7- 1)/2 and g(0)

(6.1) , a normal value of Beq

= 60

= 1

+ 2cos28 +

for the angle between

the C D bond and the para a i s , and an average of quadrupolar splittings fiom the two
non-quivalent G D bonds in the (xhf,yhf, zM) hame has b e n used. Also,

I)

= 0.04

is assumed. The derived order parameters are shown in Figure 6.3. These are used to
constnict the orienting pseudopotential for the spin relaxation study. A s seen in the
Figure 6.3, the molecular biaxiality S
(,

- Sm)is small (ca.0.03) and the nematic order

parameter P2(cu.0.7)inaeases very slightly over the entire SmA phase upon decreasing
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Figure 6.3 Plots of order parameters P2 and S,

- S,

versus the temprature

Figure 6.4 Plot of spectral densities versus the temperature. Cloûed and open symbols
denote JI ( w ) and Jz (2w) respectively. Squares and circles denote data collected at 15.1
and 46 MHz, respectiveiy. Solid and dashed lines denote calculated spectral densities at

15.1 and 46 bEïz, respectively.

The spectral densities JI (w) and Jz ( 2 4 are shown in Figure 6.4. We found that both

JI and Jz show strong kequency dependences, and increase with decreasing temperature
in the SmA phase. The apparently large kequency dependence in J2 cannot be explained
by the weil-known relaxation mechanism c d e d director fluctuations (ODF) (6.71. hirther-

more, the ring deuteron is known to be insensitive to the ODF because of the orientation

of its G D bond being close to the magic angle. We therefore ignore any contributions fkom
the

ODF and choose to explain our spectral density data uçing the smd-step rotational

dieusion model of Nordio [6.12] , but with a minor modification [6.13] for a (molecular)
biaxial orienting potential. We note that the rotational diffusion tensor is diagonal in

( x h f ,y ~ znf)
, hame wit h principal values O,,(= D!,)
and Dzz = D, (= DL). Internai
ring rotations about its para axis and the overd motion of the molecule are assumed to

be uncorrelated so that the superimposed rotation model[6.14] is used. Furthermore, ring
rotations with a rotational diffusion constant

D R may be treated either in the s m d step

difhisive limit 16.15) or in the strong collision limit [6.14]. Using the notation of Tarroni

and Zannoni 16.131 , the ring deuteron spectral density is given by Eq. (3.30). Using an
Arrhenius temperature dependence for three model parameters, gîves:

where Dl,Dt and Da are the preexponentials, and their correspondhg activation ener-

gies are E ~ I8'
, and E ~ Rrespectively.
,

Figure 6.5 Plot of rotational &ion

constants versus the temperature. Solid,

dash-dotted and dotted lines denote DL,D R and Dll respectively.

A global analysis of eight different temperatures was carried out to minimine the sum
square deviation of experimentd and caicuiated spectral densities with AMOEBA [6.16].
Because the correlation co&cient between the pre-exponential and its corresponding

activation energy is as high as 0.99 [6.8] , we rewrite Eqs. (6.3) - (6.5) in terms of Dl,

Di and URat Tm, = 325K,the highest temperature used in the global analysis. Thus
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six target parameterç

(4,Di,DL

and three activation energies) were varieci in the

rninimization. The quality factor Q is d&ed

by

k m i

where k is summed over eight temperatures, sum over m is for 1 and 2, and i is for
two hequencies. Again the calculated spectral densities are again shown in Figure 6.4,
and the derived model parameters are shown in Figure 6.5, with a Q = 1.3%. Despite
the relatively s m d Q value, there are systematic deviations between the experimental

and calculated spectral densities, especially in Jz (2w) and at low temperatures. These
deviations are largely due to limitations of the adopted motional model. We note that
the tumbhg motion (DL)
is faster than spinning motion (Q) which is a surprise. That

Dll and D R values are found to be comparable seems to follow other non-chiral rodlike
mesogens. The slow spinning rate (ca.lo8s-') may stem hom the bent shape of the
molecule and its larger moment of inertia about the long axis. Similar spinning rates have
been reported in the

SmA phase of other chiral compounds by dielectric spectroscopy

[6.9]. The activation energies E ~ IE:,'

and E ~ are
R equal to 26.7 kJ/mol, 40.3 kJ/mol

and 45.0 kJ/rnol, respectively. The error limit of E ~ isI f0.05 kJ/mol, while that of dn
varies between (44.7-38.5)kJ/mol and that of E:R is (47.9-43.4) kJ/mol. For a particular

target parameter, the error bit was estimateci by varying the one under consideration

to give an a p p r h a t e doubhg the Q value while keeping a l l other target parameters

identical to those for the minimum Q. The pre-exponentials Dl,Di and D",e

given by

8.74 x 1013s-', 3.37 x 1014s-l, 2.84 x l ~ ' ~ s - 'respectively.
,
These parameters represent
reasonable cccollision"frequencies for the different motional proceses. The mor &nit for

Dl is (1.08 - 0.71) x

10'~s-', for D! is (6.8- 0.7) x 10L4s-L,
and for DI, is (5.3 - 0.95) x

1015s-' [6.17].
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7 Molecular Dynamics in a Mixture of 80CB-d17and

7.1 Introduction
NMR spectra of deuterated liquid crystak show well-resolved quadrupolar doublets. Hence,

Tiz(Zeeman) and Tiq(Quadniplar) can be simultaneously determineci for different
atomic sites. Rom these Tl's,
the extraction of spectral densities J I (wo) and J2 ( 2 4

are possible, where wo/27r is the Larmor frequency. The additive potential(AP) method
is employed to construct the potential of mean torque by modeling the quadrupolar split-

tings in the sample. A decoupled model is used to describe correlated interna1 motions of
the end chain, which are assurned to be independent of the molecdar reorientation. The

latter motion is treated using the smd-step rotational &ion
noni

model of Tarroni and Zan-

(D,= Dy= DL is used), wMe the former motion is describeci using a master rate

equation. The experimental results were analyzed using the global target minimisation
approach (7.11in order to obtain more reiiable fitting parameters.

Our sample is a 72% 80CB-d17 and 28% 60CB mixture by weight. The 80CBdi7
molea.de is schematicdy shown in Fig. 7.1(a) and the peak assignment of a representative
spectrum for the 80CBdli/60CB sample is shown in Fig. ?.l(b).

Figure 7.1 (a). Schematic diagram of a 8OCB-d17 molecule and Mnous coordinate
systems used.

(b).A iypical deuteron spectrum of 8QCB-d17or 80CB-dii/60CB mixture

showing the peak assignment

The p&

from Ciand

and those fiom Csand Csdid overlap, but deconvolution of

the peaks for the individual ûirbon's deuterons was carrieci out whenever possible, noting
the proper lineshapes of coupled deuteron pairs [7.4] . This allowed separate determiuation

of relaxation timeç for the carbon sites in question. At 15.1 MHz, the peaks 1 and 2 could
not be resolved by deconvolution at low temperatures, and the DMR signals of these
carbon sites for relaxation measurements were obtained by simply integrating the areas
in different parts of the overlapped (broad) line.

7.2

Data Analysis

The molecular mean field theory based on the additive potential (AP) method, the decoupled rnodel.and the smd-step rotational diffusion mode1 for biaxial probes have b e n

presented in the previous chapters. T h e geometry used to describe the carbon-carbon
backbone of an aikyloxy chain is adopted as [7.5]:LCCC =113.5*, LCCH =107.5" and

LHCH =113.6'. The dihedrd angles for rotation to the tram (t) and two symmetric
gauche (gf) states are 0,k112

O.

The gauche states have higher interna1 energy in com-

parison to that of trans state by an amount of Et,. The O-Clbond is fked on the phenyl
r h g plane [7.6].
Using the pentane eff&

to eliminate any conformer which contains either

a g+g- or g-g* linkage, the number of conformations in the chah is 577 (i.e., N g r g=~O
in Eg. (2.30)).

It is known that the LCOC which specifies the direction of the chah relative to the
molecular core plays an important role in the observeci variations of segmental order and
spin relaxation profdes. Thus LCOC = 126.4" was adopted [7.7]. The molecular core,

which includes the first Ca,-O bond in the hain is assumed to be a ngid subunit and has
cylindrical symmetry with an interaction parameter X. As an approximation, the bond
interaction parameter of the (TC1 bond is identical to those of C C bonds, i.e., X, = X,.
According t o the mode1 prediction [7.8], the ratio A, = X,/X, shodd be independent

of temperature. The rotational minima about the O-Cl bond of the hexyloxy chab were
&O

taken to be O, f112".

Figure 7.2 shows the experimental segmental order parameter

s$D

for 80CBdli as a

fiinction of temperature in the N, SmA and N,. phases of the 80CB/60CB mixture. An
optimization routine (AMOEBA) was used [7.9] to minimi~ethe s u m squared error f in
fitting the experimental sCI,

(i)Calc
is obtained £iom Eq. (2.28) with Eqs. (2.37)-(2.42)and the sum over i
where Sc,

includes o d y the methylene deuterons in Clto Cr The f values at different temperatures
were found to be of the order of lW3. The calculated segmental order parameters are &O

indicated in Figure 7.2 as solid cwes.

Figure 7.2 Plot of segmental order parameters of 80CB in 80CB/60CB versus the

temperature. Solid squares, uptriangles, x and domtriangles denote CI,CS1C5 and C7,
respectively. Open uptriangles, squares, circles and downtriangles denote C2,C4, Cs and

Cs,respectively. The solid c w e s are the theoretical calculations for Cl to C7 starting
from the top. Note that the experimental splittingi of CSto C4 are reversed fiom those
predicted by the theory

Figure 7.4 Plots of the order parameters

(P2)
and (S., - Sm) of an "average"

conformer of 80CB in 80CB/60CB as a h c t i o n of temperature

The tentative assigrnent of Au3 < Au4 cannot be reproduced by the AP method.

In working out

k

t

(n), Et,

(ccc)= 4000 J/mol
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and Et, (OCC) = 5600 J/mol are

those used before for 80CB [7.2]. The derived interaction parameters X, and X
, versus
temperature in Figure 7.3 are comparable to those found in 60CB and 80CB.The interaction parameters found kom fitting the quadrupolar splittings are then used to f i ~ d

P, (n) needed in calculating the autocorrelation hrnctions for intenial motions of the
chah Furtherraore, the order rnatrix of an "average" conformer of 80CB h a . been evaluated at each temperature. Figure 7.4 shows its principal elements (P2)
and (S,

as a h c t i o n of temperature, fiom these the coefficients a20 and

a22

- Sm)

in Eq. (A.1) are

obtained. Despite the obvious deviations between calculated and observed segmental order parameters in Figure 7.2, the resulting P,, (n) , a20 and am are quite satisfactory for
treating our relaxation data in all the mesophases.

The spectral density J I ( w ) and J2 (2w) data versus the temperature for all the chah
deuterons are shown in Figure 7.5 for 15.1 and 46 MHz. It is clear kom this figure that

J!') ( w ) show subçtantial hequency dependences at dl carbon sites, while 5;) (2w) shows
l e s bequency dependences. In a study of 60CB [?.IO] , similar frequency behaviors of
the spectral density data in its nematic phase were accounted for only by the relatively

"slow" molecular reorientation. Our results indicate that "slow" molecular reorientations
can describe the fiequency dependences of J!') (w) and J$) ( 2 4 in the SmA and NT.

phases, while some ODF contributions appear to be necessary in the hi& temperature N

phase of the mixture.

Figure 7.5 (a), (b) Plots of spectral densities versus temperature in 80CB/60CB at
15.1 MHz (Fig. (a)) and 46 MHz (Fig. (b) ). Closed symbols denote J!') ( w ) and open

symbols denote their corresponding J;') (2w) . Squares, uptriangles, circles and

downtriangIes denote data of Cl,C3,C5 and C7,respectively; Some typical error bars
are shown. Solid and dashed curves denote calculated spectral densities Ji and Jz,
respectively
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Figure 7.5 ( c ) , (d) Plots of spectral densities versus temperature in 80CB/60CB at
15.1 MHz (Fig. (c)) and 46 MHz (Fig. (d)). Closed symbols denote J:) ( w ) and open
symbols denote their corresponding J:') (2w) . Squares, circles, ~ptriangie~
and
downtriangles denote data of Cz, C4, Cs and Cs,respectively; Some typical error bars

are shown. Solid and dashed curves denote caldateci spectral densities Ji and J2,
respectively

Since the motional biaxiality is believed to be small, we have set D, = Dy= DI.The
spectral densities J!') ( w ) and J;') (2w)for carbon 1 to carbon 7 are calculateci using Eqs.
(3.41) and (4.19) and compared with their evperimentd values fkom a.U mesophases in a

global target analysis. To get some ideas on the temperature behaviours of model parameters

DI,DI[,kl,k2 and k3,individual target analyses (Le., analyze spectral densities

at each temperature) were first carried out. These analyses have indicated that the target model paramet ers vary smoothly with temperature, even &crossdifferent transitions.
Furthemore, we found that the rotational diffusion constants obeyed simple Arrhenius
relations:

DL

=

Dl exp [- E ~ L I R T ]

while ail jump constants showed weak temperature behaviours which might be approxirnated by

where i = 1,2 or 3 and

Tref
is arbitrarily chosen at 320 K. The pre-exponentials DI,

Dll and their corrsponding activation energies

Similarly k;, k;', Ic;, 4,k$ and

E F ~and

are the global parameters.

are the remaining global parameters in our global target

analysis. lnstead of Eq. (7.2) , this was rewritten in terms of the activation energies and
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the diffusion constants Di and Di at Tmf.
Indeed k.',,g,4 ,Dy and Di,were first obtained
at 320 K by an individual target analysis. Now the ODF prefactor A was chosen by varying
it as an input to give the "best" rninimization of the mean-squared percent deviation

(F)with AMOEBA. Thus, A was set equal tu 6 . 7~~o - ~ s ' ' ~while
,
a linear temperature
dependence was Mpused for the high frequency cutoff (wC/2n= 90 MHz at 350 K) such
that its value decreased to 3 M H z just below the N-SmA phase transition at 315 K. In
this mamer, the cutoff function 9 (2)approaches O in the SmA phase. The choice of 90

MHz for the high kequency cutoff at 350 K seems quite reasonable in the overd fits of
our experimental data. We found that ODF contribute at 15.1

JI(')

~~ about 1.4-2.4%

to

( w ) just below the KSmA transition (315 K), and make zero contribution to J,(') (w )

at lower temperatures. At the high end of the N phase (350 K), ODF contribute to J[') ( w )
between 27% and 36% at 15.1 MHz (about 12-16% at 46 MHz).The ODF contributions,

when compared with those in the pure 80CB sample at the same temperature, are slightly

higher. Although J&,

were included here, t heir magnitudes were very s m d (e.g., <1%

at 15.1 MHz and 350 K). We note that the chosen A value is consistent with those found
in other liquid crystals (7.111. Now the temperature dependence of ODE' contributions

came through w, in the cutoff funaion for the ODF modes. The fitting quali@ factor Q

k

w

i

m

L

Jk

where sum over i covm Cl to Ci, sum over w is for two difkent Larmor kequencies,
sum over k is for fourteen temperatures covering N, SmA and N
, phases, and m = 1 and
2. We have a total of 392 spectral densities to derive ten global parameters. We found

Q

(

1

= 2.8% and the calculated spectral densities are shown a s solid J , ( w ) and dashed
(4

(J:') ( 2 ~ ) curves
)
in Figure 7.5. Although there are same systematic deviatians between
experimental and calculated spectral densities, the o v e r d Bts are quite satisfactory given
the many simplifications (in particular the use of the "pentane" eff~ct)in the motionai
mode1 used in the present study. Figure 7.6 shows the site dependence of the experimental

and calculated spectral densities at 340 K together with calculated 5,(ZF( w ) at the same
temperature. The mode1 parameters are summarized as plots shown in Figure 7.7. The
threbond motions are very fast and occur on the timescale of femt~second. Now k2
increase with inaeasing temperature, while kl shows an opposite temperature behaviour.

We note that the values of D L are very similar to those found in a dielectric study [7.12]
of 80CB,while our values of Dl, are about an order of magnitude higher. The reason
for this discrepancy is not clear. T h e activation energy

(= 49.1 kJ/mol) is higher

than the activation energy E ~ (=I 37.0 kJ/mol) , which seemç not physically meaningfd.
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This merely rdects the difEcuIty in getting information about the tumbling motion of the
rnolecule, a problem oRen encountered in NMR studies of liquid crystals [7.13,7.14,7.15] .
The tumbling motion (DL)
is slow with a rate less than 4 x 10~s-'just below the N-SmA
transition, thereby producing some frequency dependence in both J1(w) and J2(2u)in
the SmA and NT,phases as w d as to a Iesser extent in the high temperature N phase. The

error limitç for E:" lie between 50.1 and 47.7 KJ/rnol, while 35.6 KJ/mol < E ~ <L38.2
KJ/mol. The error limit for a particular global parameter was estimated by varying
the one under consideration while keeping all other global parameters identical to those
for the minimum F, to give an approxirnate doubling in the F value. To examine the

(ki = 1.32 x 1 0 I ~ s - ~ ,
error limits for the jump rates, we considered 4, A$ and 4 at TreI

Ic;

= 3.33 x 1 0 ~ ~ s -K,l ,= 4.1 x 10%-l). We found that 1x 1013s-'

< 4 < 4 x 1013s-', and

2.28 x 10'~s-l < k; < 7.5 x 10'~s-l,while the lower Limit of Ic', is equal to 1 . 5 8 ~ 1 0 ~ ~ s - ~ .

Furthemore, any larger kj value does not affect the fits and hence no upper Limit can be
estimated. Indeed there is a tendency in the minMization to overestimate the k3 value.
The preexponentials in Eq. (7.2) are Dl = 4.8 x 1013s-' and Di; = 3.2 x 10'7s-1. The
error limits for

Dl lie between 3.1 x 10'~s-' and 7.8 x 1013s-', while for Di; between

2.1 x 10"s-l and 5.5 x 10'~s-'.

Carbon number
Figure 7.6 Variation of the spectral densities JI ( w ) (solid symbols) and J2 (2w) (open
symbols) with the deuteron position in the nematic phase of 80CB/60CB (T=340K).
Circles and squares denote data from 15.1 and 46 MHz, repectively. Solid and dotted
ling are predictions for

Ji and Jz, respectively, while dashed line denotes the theoretical

J!;, (4
96

Figure 7.7 Plots of jump rate constants kl (uptriangle), k2 (diamond) and k3 (square),

a s well as rotational di&sion constants Dl, (circle) and D L (downtriangles) as a hinction

of the reciprocal temperature.

Strictly speaking, rotational diffusion motions of molecules in the SmA phase may well
be Merent fiom that in the nematic phase, a s molecules are stacked into Iayers. This

has so far been ignored thus far as a fkst approximation in the literature. According
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to the recent study of a biaxiai probe [7.21,7.221,
the effect of translation is larger on
the tumbling motion than on the spinning motion, and its effect on the spectral density

JO ( w ) appears to be sigruficant at very low ftequencies. It is, therefore, not clear whether
the current spectral densith JI (w ) and J2 (2W) in the SmA phases reflect this additional

refinement for molecular reorientations, especially in view of many assumptions already
in place in o w relaxation model. The interna1 dynamics of flexible &ain(s) has now b e n

studied in many different liquid crystals [7.13,7.13,7.17,7.18]
using deuteron NMR and

the decoupled model, and the trend towards high rates for the three-bond motion is now
evident. In view of the fact that the crankshaft motion involves rather high activation
energy [7.3,7.19], the relatively high k3 values seem a bit problematic. Thus, one rnay
have to hirther examine the asçumptions used in the decoupled mode1 17.201.
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Brief S m a r y

Nuclear spin relaxation measurements can be used to study the molecular dynamics in
liquid crystals. For MBPUB, we found an anomalous behaviour ! D >
~ DI,)
. , which is
different boom non-chiral rodlike liquid crystals. Fiirther NMR experiments on a chaindeuterated bIBPUB and other chiral molecules of s i d a r dimensions should be carried
out to see if

DL > Dl, is indeed

valid at Least for some chiral mesogenç. When an

bBPUB sample with the chiral c h i n deuterated is available, the addit ional relaxation
data could be used to test a non-axial rotational diffusion tensor as described in the

TZ model. Possible anomalous rotational behaviour of such chiral molecules can have
significant implications on the organization and packing of tilted molecules in various

chiral subphask .

For the 80CB/60CB mixture, a consistent picture in interpreting both the splitting
and relaxation data of 80CB in the 80CB/60CB mixture has emerged in the present
study. In particular, the decoupled model appears to work for d three mesophases in
a single global fitting method. The deriveci model parameters, apart fiom perhaps k3

and EEI, are as reasonable as those found for other liquid crystals. We also found that
the ODF prefactor for this çyçtem is alço acceptable, and that no ODF contributions are

needed for fitting the relaxation data in the reentrant nematic phase. This is simply a
reflection of the viscoelastic parameters at the temperature range in which the NT. phase
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e&ts in the mixture, since ODF were detected in a high temperature NT.phase of a pure
cornpound [Dong, private communication]. The three-bond rotations appear t o be too
fast and further t heoretical investigation is needed.

Appendix A Matrix Elements of the Rotational
Diffusion Operator
Here we give the calcuiations [A.1] for the simplest and most important case for the
potential of mean torque. Retain only the second rank contribution, we have

where al-? = a22 is assumed [A.2,A.3]. The ratio ( = a22/a20,
is a measure of the deviation
of rnolecular çymmetry hom cylindr?cai symmetry. Here we separately evaluate the rnatrix
elements of the various operators contributing to

=

[-LI

f'.

They are

1 -v21 %n)
(Lr+ 1 ) - na (7- 1)]buL6,/,

x C (L,
Ji LI;m, O) C (L,J, Lr;n'

,

- q, q ) 6,,,1-,

,

- -q d m

J-t J f

C(L,J',J~;O,O)C(L,J',J";~,~~)
Jt'=IJ- J'I

J + J'

x

1C ( L ,6 ,J"; O, O) C (L,J', J"; q + l, q1 + 1) C (L.J", L';m,O)

J-cJ'

C ( L ,J', Jt';O,O) C ( L ,J', J";q - l , q r - 1) C ( L ,J",Lr;rn,O)

x
J"=i J - J'I

(A. 10)

In the derivation of the matrix elements, the following relations have been used [A.4]:

Now the matrix elements are

1
--2

+

+

+

~ J(LI
[ ~1)1- (n' 2 ) (nl l)][LI (LI

+"ZL+l

JZZI+I

+ 1) - d ( n 1+ 1)]6LtL6nln~+2

C (L,
2, L';rn, O) [C( L ,2, LI; nt,O) Ki6nnf

d m C (L,4, LI; m, O) [C(L,4,LI; nl,O ) K3Snnf
+ Jrn

where we have introduced the following aluciliary quantities:

(A. 12)
Here the symmetry relation C (2,2, J ; m,n) = ( - 1).'C (2,2, J ; -m, -n) has been used.
We have

&O

substituted explicit values [A.5] for the Clebsch-Gordon co&cients, where

possible.
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